TAKE PICTURE OF ENTIRE INSTITUTE TODAY AT 1 O'CLOCK

Undergraduates Assemble in Great Court with Faculty

FIRST ALL-TECHNOLGY PHOTOGRAPHE SINCE 1917

Will Include Everybody by Means of Elevated Camera

Classmen will be suspended today for the official picture of the entire Faculty and student body of the Institute will turn out for the All-Technology picture to be taken in the Main Court at 1 o'clock. Arrangements with Professor William Emmons have been made and the assistants from the Rogers building will also attend. A camera car will be ready before Technology moved across the river, but the date of the first day's sitter was on this side of the Charles. Since then custom has acted from pure but the management of the Circle plans to arrive in time.

Gather on Main Steps

Since there will be only 30 minutes to put through the entire affair promptly it is essential. The railing is the steps in front of building 37. The crowd of 3500 will hardly be able to get on the steps and in order that all the faces be visible in T. W. Alder '22, who is in charge, has decided to place the camera at a distance above the ground. A good exhibit will be in a booth at the circulation desk and taken orders for autographs of which the price, about 40 inches in length, will sell for one dollar.

COSMOPOLITAN CLUBS

HOLD JOINT MEETING

Plan to Meet Regularly at Twentieth Century Club

The Cosmopolitan Clubs of Harvard, Boston University, Northeastern, and Technology held a meeting together last night at the premises of the 19th Century Club on Joy Street. The meeting was presided over by L. E. Grafton of the Century Club. It was decided that membership would be held regularly and a committee was appointed to make plans for them. The committee consisted of the president of each of the clubs, and two men from each, to be chosen by the presidents.

Besides the business transacted, some entertainment was also provided and refreshments were served. The entertainment consisted of profuse music and dancing by students, and of a talk given by Mr. Michael Dodson, who is a native of China and who spoke of his experiences of some 20 Chinese myths. The next meeting must be held some time in the next near future.

T. C. A. CALLS FOR HANDBOOK CANDIDATES

There will be a meeting of all men who are interested in submitting the data for the T. C. A. Handbook, Free Press and Horseman Clubs, today at 1:20 in T. C. A. Office. As candidates for both hands should be present, the rules are required. There is a splendid opportunity offered for those who are interested and those who desire extra experience in work. Previous experience is not necessary as candidates will be given instructions as to how the work should be done in order to be done properly. The competition will last for three weeks.

THE ALL TECHNOLOGY CIRCUS IN WALKER TONIGHT

By Conklin

BARNUM'S STUNTS AND THEN SOME

Stage Everything from Hula Dancing to Bull Fight by Cosmopolitans

OPEN GATES TO BIG TOP AT 7 O'CLOCK TONIGHT

Design Original Attractions to Keep Walker Crowd Moving

Tech Circus will open its season tonight at 7 o'clock in Walker Memorial Committee until his election to the executive committee, he was also chairman of both his freshman and Sophomore classes and a member of the Editorial Committee.

JENNINGS ELECTED TECHNIQUE CHIEF

Business Manager is Chosen After Five Weeks of Discussion

TO PICK OTHER OFFICERS

Monday was a prosperous day for the electrical committee. With two new officers elected from the Editorial Chief and Business Manager for Technique and Donald Brown Jennings elected by a three member majority on the first ballot taken Monday, and forty minutes later Richard Kenyon Jennings was chosen as Business Chief for the coming year.

Jennings is a native of the state of Michigan, and before the formal organization of Grand Rapids, he entered the Institute last year with this class, graduating from the Central High School at Grand Rapids. While at Tech Jennings has been associated with numerous activities. He is one of the assistant publicist managers of Tech Show, and a member of the Walker Memorial Committee until his election to the executive committee. He was also chairman of both his freshman and Sophomore classes, and a member of the Editorial Committee.

Devoid of Previous Experience

Though not associated with Tech Jennings has been employed in the office of Bitterman-Chief without previous experience in such work, a condition monthly and yearly, called the CLEO, during his four years at school. Nearly twenty years have been spent in his position at Bitterman-Chief during the last four weeks, and the electrical work has only in two men, several times, on days at beginning of controversy. The committee was in favor of the men present and wanted to elect a man, strongly advised his election by Mr. L. E. Grafton of the Century Club.

Keck Leaves the Chair

D. B. Keck, the president of the Sophomore class, has been acting as chairman and has now relinquished his position in favor of Jennings. It being the custom, and according to the constitution, to have the Bitterman-Chief chair the same as soon as he is elected.

The committee will now proceed with the election of the other members of the board, and nominations have already been made for the positions of Treasurer and Associate Business Manager. It is hoped by the committee that the entire body may be announced in a few weeks.

Kung Has Hired Senatorial Shoeshiner

J. P. Kuegan '23, a member of Course XV, who has opened a shoe shine parlor in the Cooperative barber shop, has secured as assistant a young man who was formerly employed in Washington, D.C., where he had the experience of shining the shoes of senators, judges, congressmen and other well-known men. Kuegan feels that with such a record behind his assistant, he should have no difficulty in attracting even the most intransigent of those treading the high and mighty. The shop will be open all afternoon.

HISTORY OF THE TECH IS BEING PREPARED

Written Account of 41 Years of Publications, Complete

The members of T. J. B. TECH staff are taking a hand at history and are undertaking a detailed and complete account of the activities of the Institute from the present year publication, Volume XI, to the present year publication, Volume XXII. The committee is to have a large part in the program of the evening, and several photographs of old things (e.g., old slides) may be shown.

Major Wolley, American Ace, and Major Happy to Be Present

FLYING PICTURES BROWN

The air service room of the Institute is holding a smoker tomorrow night for the first time. The smoker has been sponsored by Walker Memorial, under the title of "American Ace to Speak," and is a member of the Walker Memorial Committee until his election to the executive committee. He was also chairman of both his freshman and Sophomore classes, and a member of the Editorial Committee.

The committee will now proceed with the election of the other members of the board, and nominations have already been made for the positions of Treasurer and Associate Business Manager. It is hoped by the committee that the entire body may be announced in a few weeks.
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